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SHUTTLE-C ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT AND OPERATIONS
Roger Burg, Rockwell International
Space Transportation Systems Division
Downey, California
ABSTRACT
The Shuttle-C is a cargo vehicle derived from the Space 
Shuttle to provide the Space Transportation System (STS) 
with heavy-lift capability: This early system enhancement can 
deliver 100,000 to 150,000 pounds of payload to low earth 
orbit from the Kennedy Space Center (KSC) launch complex 
within 4 years of authority to proceed.
This paper reviews the derivation of the Shuttle-C from the 
STS, their commonality and similarities, and planned 
enhancements. A full-scale engineering development unit 
(EDU) for early Shuttle-C mockup and systems installation 
has been completed and will be converted to a functional test 
bed later this year. Wind tunnel tests are under way at Mar­ 
shall Space Flight Center (MSFC). Other major development 
tests include structural static and vibration.
Shuttle-C will be integrated with Shuttle processing at KSC in 
the same facilities. To support the planned operational launch 
rate of 14 Shuttles and 3 Shuttle-C's a year, additional capabil­ 
ity will be provided as the program matures. The facility acti­ 
vation and initial Shuttle-C flow plans are included in the 
paper.
INTRODUCTION
Shuttle-C, an unmanned cargo vehicle, is a natural, low-cost 
evolution of the current Space Shuttle. This Space Transpor­ 
tation System enhancement can deliver 100,000 to 150,000 
pounds to low earth orbit from KSC Launch Complex 39 
within 4 years. Shuttle-C offers early heavy-lift capability 
with a low development cost by taking advantage of existing 
designs and facilities. It has options for both two or three 
Space Shuttle main engines (SSME's), depending upon mis­ 
sion requirements. The basic two-engine Shuttle-C is depicted 
in Figure 1.
Features of the expendable Shuttle-C include proven, avail­ 
able systems and subsystems responsible for the high reliabil­ 
ity of today's Space Shuttle. Additionally, the use of in-place 
facilities and trained manufacturing and operations personnel 
enhances operating efficiency and reduces costs.
Shuttle-C will supplement the STS in a number of ways 
(Figure 2). Missions vary from transporting cargo that cannot
be accommodated by the STS or other launch vehicles (e.g., 
oversized payloads) to performing multiple Shuttle missions 
with fewer Shuttle-C launches (e.g., Space Station support).
DEVELOPMENT
The evolution of Shuttle-C from STS allows for commonality 
and simplification. Figure 3 graphically compares the 
Shuttle-C and Space Shuttle vehicles. Thus, the Shuttle-C 
development program is greatly reduced in scope compared to 
the effort required for a new vehicle. This reduction is 
described below.
Space Shuttle Major Tests
• Main engine develop­ 
ment and qualification
• Main propulsion test 
article
• Shuttle Avionics Inte­ 
gration Laboratory
• Structural test article
— Static
— Vibration
— Acoustic
— Thermal vacuum
• Terminal drain test
• Flight Control Hydrau­ 
lics Laboratory
• Component develop­ 
ment and qualification
• SRB development and
qualification
Shuttle-C Requirement
None—Shuttle data 
used
None—Shuttle data 
used
Avionics/software test­ 
ing only to verify 
changes from Shuttle
Required for new cargo 
element/integrated 
vehicle; external tank 
(ET) and solid rocket 
booster (SRB) not 
required; scope reduced 
by Shuttle data base
None—Shuttle data 
used
None—Shuttle data 
used
Very little—Shuttle data 
used for most compo­ 
nents
None—Shuttle data 
used
Because Shuttle has paved the way, the Shuttle-C develop­ 
ment program reduces costs, shortens lead times, and elimi­ 
nates the need for dedicated test articles. In addition, the 
approach allows Shuttle-C to evolve with the Shuttle, benefit-
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ing from Shuttle design and efficiency improvements with lit­ 
tle or no development effort.
Current Shuttle-C activities demonstrate the advantages of 
this approach. Wind tunnel testing, already initiated, is 
greatly simplified compared to that required for Shuttle. Ini­ 
tial tests for ascent are under way with a 1/250-scale model 
(Figure 4) to verify aerodynamics and pressure coefficients. 
No testing is required for plume characteristics or SRB and 
ET atmospheric entry. The existence of the huge Shuttle data 
base reduces the number of test cases required.
Existing Shuttle assets can also be used for Shuttle-C develop­ 
ment, and the simplicity of the Shuttle-C development allows 
multiple utilization of resources. This is best demonstrated by 
the Shuttle-C engineering development unit, currently in use 
for Phase I activities. The eventual Phase II utilization of the 
EDU is not defined at this time but some of the potential, 
including eventual rework to produce a flight article, is shown 
in figure 5.
Just as Shuttle-C flight vehicle development benefits from 
STS maturity, ground systems commonality also leads to a 
similar cost-effective program.
OPERATIONS
The Shuttle-C and the STS are compatible programs that will 
share facilities and resources. Therefore, Shuttle-C and STS 
on-line and off-line processing must be managed to ensure 
that all elements are ready for integration into the processing 
flow. Failure to do so could affect STS, Shuttle-C, and pay- 
load planning.
Shuttle-C on-line processing includes cargo element opera­ 
tions from payload arrival at the Launch Complex 39 Turn 
Basin Facility through operations and maintenance activities 
in the new Cargo Element Processing Facility (CEPF); ET 
processing from ET arrival through checkout in the ET pro­ 
cessing and storage cells of the Vertical Assembly Building 
(VAB); and SRB processing from solid rocket motor segment 
arrival, including operations in the Rotation, Processing, and 
Storage Facility (RPSF) and aft assembly buildup in the SRB 
Assembly and Refurbishment Facility. On-line integrated 
operations also take place in the VAB on the mobile launch 
platform (MLP) and at the launch pad—SRB stacking and 
alignment, ET mating, cargo element mating, and integrated 
checkout, servicing, and launch. Operations are remotely 
controlled from the Launch Control Center (LCC).
Major off-line ground operations include horizontal payload 
processing activities in the Operations and Checkout (O&C) 
Building, vertical payload processing in the Vertical Payload 
Processing Facility (VPF), main engine maintenance in the 
SSME Maintenance Facility, and launch equipment verifica­ 
tion testing in the Launch Equipment Test Facility (LETF).
The KSC processing flow through the major facilities is 
depicted in Figure 6. Off-line SSME and LETF operations 
and the SRB Assembly and Refurbishment Facility are not 
shown.
The proposed operational launch rate of a mixed fleet of 
Shuttles and Shuttle-C's is 14 and 3, respectively. It will be
unique to have two separate programs simultaneously utiliz­ 
ing the same facilities at KSC to process launch vehicles. To 
achieve the goal of low DDT&E on Shuttle-C, the shared use 
of Shuttle facilities is mandatory.
To minimize start-up costs, the initial launches will make use 
of existing facilities at KSC. New facilities will be brought on 
line later as operational launch rates are achieved. STS mani­ 
fests for the 1994 time frame indicate 13 Shuttle launches sup­ 
ported by 3 Orbiter Processing Facility (OPF) bays while the 
Orbiter Maintenance and Refurbishment Facility (OMRF) is 
used for orbiter maintenance and safing operations. With this 
scenario, the OMRF is available one third of the year and the 
85-day initial horizontal processing time of the Shuttle-C 
cargo element allows use of the OMRF for initial Shuttle-C 
operations. The VAB and pad dwell times of 8 days and 24 
days, respectively, for Shuttle-C are also compatible with the 
Shuttle manifesting. The total cost of KSC modifications to 
support the initial Shuttle-C launch is $20 million. However, a 
pending decision to upgrade the OMRF in lieu of building a 
third OPF bay could change this scenario.
As operational launch rates are achieved that existing facilities 
cannot support, new facilities will be added—the CEPF and 
the SRB Buildup and Stacking Facility. An upgrade of the 
launch processing system (LPS-II) is also planned to expand 
LCC capability. The integrated schedule for facility activation 
relative to Shuttle-C launches is presented in Figure 7.
SUMMARY
In summary, Shuttle-C restores to the United States a heavy- 
lift launch capability it has not had since the 1970's. Since it 
evolves from the STS and is not a new system, Shuttle-C can 
be developed quickly with reasonable cost and minimum risk. 
Its commonality with STS minimizes development tests and 
maximizes shared operations and facilities.
Fig, 1 Basic two-engine Shuttle-C,
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COMMON
• EXTERNAL TANK
• SOLID ROCKET BOOSTERS
• SEPARATION
• SRB RECOVERY
• AFT FUSELAGE STRUCTURE
• MAIN ENGINES
SIMILAR BUT SIMPLER
• AVIONICS
• AUXILIARY PROPULSION
• SOFTWARE
• MECHANICAL SYSTEMS
ELIMINATED
• CREW SYSTEMS
• ORBITER RECOVERY
• LANDING
• ORBITER MIDBODY
ADDED
• CARGO CARRIER
Fig. 3 Comparison of Shuttle-C and Space Shuttle 
commonality.
Fig. 2 Shuttle-C: A supplement to STS applications.
EDU PHASE 1
• MANUFACTURING AID
• PHYSICAL MOCKUP
• AFT/CARGO CARRIER INTERFACE 
VERIFICATION
• CARGO INTERFACE VERIFICATION
• TRAINING
MAIN ENGINES 
BUILT UP FROM 
EXPENDED SHUTTLE 
ASSETS
J>
CARGO CARRIER 
SIMULATOR
Fig. 4 Shuttle-C wind tunnel testing.
Fig. 5 Potential Phase II use of Shuttle-C engineeering 
development unit.
EXISTING PAYLOAD 
PROCESSING BUILDINGS 
\
I <^ }~J* JcARGO ELEMENT 
| OMRF OR CEPF f yy/PAYLOAD HORIZONTAL 
. (CARGO ELEMENT / ^ 
I PROCESSING / ^**^ 
\ FACILITY) . '
SRB ELEMENT
NEW SRB BUILDUP & . 
STACKING FACILITY ' 
(IF FLIGHT RATE / 
EXCEEDS 14/YR) ,
Fig. 6 Shuttle-C embedded in existing operations flow. 
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VAB/PAD MODS 
LPS-I SOFTWARE MODS
CENTAUR FACILITY MODS
SRB BUILDUP AND 
STACKING FACILITY
CARGO ELEMENT 
PROCESSING FACILITY
LPS-II 
• STAND-ALONE SET
• SOFTWARE
CY1988 CY1989 CY 1990 CY 1991 CY 1992 CY 1
FY88| FY89 FY 90 | FY 91 FY 92 | FY 93
993 CY1994 |CY 1995
FY 94 FY 95
FY91 r-7 CEON T7 T7 TJ 
START V DOCKKSCV 1STV 2NDY 
LAUNCH LAUNC
| DESIGN CONSTRUCTION I ACT./VAL |
I SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT/MOD
| DESIGN | PROCURE/MOD
| DESIGN CONSTRUCTION
I DESIGN CONSTRUCTION
m
ACT./VAL |
.ACT./VAL
D
ACT./VAL |
VERIF S/W
I PROCURE | 9 1
INST H/W '
| SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
NOTES: 
• BASED ON FY 91 SKUTTLE-C PROGRAM START 
• VEHICLE DELIVERY 43 MO FROM ATP
ACT./VAL |
]
Fig. 7 Shuttle-C impact schedule for facilities at 
Kennedy Space Center.
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